
The best Chicago museums & exhibits, including the Shedd Aquarium, AIC, MCA, Adler Planetarium, MSI, and The Chicago History Museum. Hop off the Red or Brown Line at Fullerton and take in an eclectic exhibit at the DePaul Art Museum. Museum of Contemporary Art. Museum of Contemporary Art. The MCA houses one of the largest collections of modern art in the nation and frequently hosts major touring exhibits. Museum of Contemporary Photography. Museum of Contemporary Photography. See a brilliant mix of archival and new photos at Columbia College's picture-perfect museum. Smart Museum of Art. Smart Museum of Art. The University of Chicago's fine art museum hosts a mixture of contemporary pieces and antiquities from its With the launch of this website, the MCA has created a platform for archiving and publishing images and stories from our 50-year history. Though many exhibition pages currently lack descriptions or illustrations, we're committed to a program of ongoing research that will fill in the blanks over time. If you have information about past MCA exhibitions to share, we'd be delighted to hear from you. Footer. 220 E Chicago Ave Chicago, IL 60611 Directions. Chicago Comics: 1960s to Now at the Museum of Contemporary Art. Lynda Barry, 100 Demons: Dancing, 2000-02. Courtesy Adam Baumgold Fine Art. Opens June 19 through Oct. 3, 2021 Explore under-recognized artists of color in this historic exhibit, tracing the evolution of comics in Chicago over the last 60 years. From newspapers to graphic novels to political activism, this exhibit features never-before-seen pieces that offer a more in-depth history of comics. Get tickets. Mandela: Struggle for Freedom at Illinois Holocaust Museum. Open Feb. 20 until Sept. 12, 2021 This special exhibit traces both